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What should be the outcome?

Societal challenge of 21st century: finding solutions for the SDGs
How?!

From a linear perspective to …
… a circular, holistic school approach

Whole School Approach to Sustainability
Wals, Fernandes & Swart 2016
What, and how?

→ Transition is *sparked* in the phases, based on **EFQM**:

Activity-oriented -> Process-oriented -> System-oriented

→ Transition is embedded in regional ambition

→ Transition starts by celebrating what is already going on within schools
So what?

→ What conclusions have you drawn from these practices?

→ [www.sparkthemovement.nl](http://www.sparkthemovement.nl) – site is running since January 2019

→ What do you think are the next steps that need to be taken?

→ Sharing our ideas and practices!
Thank you,
and let’s keep in touch!

heleentje.swart@circulairfriesland.frl